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Camp Phone

(847) 770 - 0819

Thursday @
Tower Beach!

Happiness Is: Week Five
Wrap-up!
From planting bean sprouts in our own painted
pots to dancing along to a barnyard concert, farm
week was filled with nonstop fun!

Drop off / Pick up at
the top of Tower Rd.
Beach. Send your
child in a swimsuit
with a towel,
change of clothes,
snack, and lunch.

LOST AND FOUND
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DROP OFF

PLEASE PACK

REMEMBER

Please stay in your
cars! We will have a
counselor come to
the door

-Labeled Water Bottle

Send your child with
a note if you are
picking up early

-Extra Shorts
-Snack & Lunch
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Located on the front
steps of Crow
Island. Text us about
what you are
missing / park on
the side of Glendale
to look through it

WEEK ONE

Campers were excited to begin farm week this past Monday, arriving to
camp full of energy and excitement. We discussed the many animals, the
vegetables grown, and the games played on the farm. At the beginning
of each day, rooms colored a farm themed coloring sheet with crayons
and markers. In the art room on Monday, campers created their own
beaded bracelets, keychains, and necklaces using rainbow colored beads
strung onto pipe cleaners.

Groups also played a wide variety of games in the gym upon the
conclusion of a short yoga session to begin.
We were ecstatic to have another water day this past Tuesday! Campers
splashed in pools, ran through sprinklers, danced under the hose, and
popped bubbles. Those that did not wish to participate played with hula
hoops and drew with chalk on the nearby steps with one of their
counselors and other group members.
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In the art room, children painted the pots white to create a blank canvas
for their designs. Afterwards, campers laid them out to dry in their
classrooms overnight in preparation for the next day.

Wednesday was an incredibly exciting day because of our barnyard
concert! It was held on the side blacktop, giving campers an infinite
amount of room to dance around to the upbeat music. Miss Jamie put on
a phenomenal show that every child adored. Her magic chick turned
them into dancing farm animals and her pig puppets introduced them to
the noises every animal makes. We danced to the hokey pokey and Miss
Jamie’s unique original songs.
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Before the performance, in the craft room, sponges were used to create a
wide variety of designs ranging from abstract patterns to vibrant flowers
on our pots. Each room was given a different color, ranging from red to
purple. Campers loved using the sponges, as it was a fun substitute to a
paint brush! Kids finished out the day by reading a book under the shade
within the middle field.
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We were fortunate enough to have another amazing beach day at Tower
Road on Thursday. Campers jumped in the waves, built castles in the
sand, and jumped around on both playgrounds. All loved searching for
sea glass and burying themselves in the sand. It was great to play games
with our counselors and other group members throughout the entire
day! We were sure to be constantly applying sunscreen and drinking
water.

On the last day of the week, campers planted their bean seeds into their
freshly painted pots. Those who are not returning this upcoming week
brought their pots home on Friday, while all others will do this within
the next few days. Children scooped dirt into their pots, poked holes in
the soil, and placed their seeds into their wonderfully decorated pots. In
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addition, campers played tag and kickball on the playground, listened to
music, and took a long nature walk through the Crow Island Woods. We
are sad to conclude another week of camp - the summer has flown by!
We are looking forward to seeing everyone on Monday and starting
Wacky Week for our final week of camp!
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July 2018
Monday

Tuesday
23

Wednesday
24

Wacky Week!
Summer Obstacle
Course

Water Day!
Bring Towel &
Change of Clothes

Mask Decorating

Fire Department
Spray-Down!

Thursday
25

Friday
26

BEACH DAY
Tower Rd.

27
Last Day of Camp

CARNIVAL!
Have a great rest of
the summer!

Happiness Is Calendar

